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There is an established method for accomplishing this 
aliveness that values all voices in the room, using the 
small group even in large gatherings, and recognizes that 
accountability grows out of co-creation. 

                                                              Peter Block

Session Purpose

• To share practical strategies and tools for focusing attention, 
   processing information and building relationship 
  
• To increase versatility when leading groups

• To apply design and delivery tips and templates for increasing 
   the effectiveness of group work
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We can rationalize the failures of the past

Or we can learn from them.

We can complain about the troubling inadequacies of the present

Or we can face them.

We can talk and dream about the glorious schools of the future

Or we can create them.

If we want children to learn to think and read

We must show them thoughtful people, 

eager to take in new information.

If we want them to be brave and resourceful

Let them see us risking a new idea or finding a way.

If we want them to be loyal, patriotic and responsible

Let us show them that we can be true to our deepest principles.

If we want new and better schools

We will have to be new and better people.

Marilyn Ferguson

Towards a Quantum Mind

Those Who Would Be Leaders in Education 
Must Be Leaders in Learning
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Group Size, Composition and Length of Time as a Working Group

Working group size is an often-overlooked variable that affects group task success.  Using pairs, trios and quartets 
increases active participation and establishes a safer working climate.  Many groups, both large and small, err in attempting 
to do the bulk of their work as a committee of the whole. Partners can be pre-assigned or selected using partnering sheets 
such as choosing seasonal partners by having participants mingle and use recording sheets with seasonal icons and space for 
partner names. Turning to a neighbor or count-offs to regroup are other time efficient ways to subdivide and energize groups.
Group composition is another factor to consider. Balancing knowledge and experience levels within small task groups 
spreads the talent within the larger group and breaks down factions that might exist.  Purposely structured pairs, trios or 
quartets increases success with many tasks. At appropriate points, pairs can join other pairs to widen the conversation.
Length of time as a working group should vary according to task requirements. Small groups are effective for text-based 
activities, idea generation and data exploration.  By varying the length of time that groups work together and regrouping 
periodically, individuals within a larger group develop deeper working relationships and greater knowledge of one another.  
Switching partners also provides a period of purposeful movement for energy and brief social interaction.  One pattern for 
intact groups is to establish base groups that meet regularly and employ informal partnering for designated tasks. 
 
Interaction Patterns, Materials and Space

Structuring the patterns of interaction increases productivity and engagement. As indicated above, most groups are not 
harmed by structure. By developing a shared repertoire of strategies, protocols and grouping patterns, working groups 
enhance success and satisfaction. Fundamental structuring moves include: the use of active public recording on chart paper 
so that all can see ideas and information; providing individual writing time and space to think before a conversation or data 
exploration starts; using a round-robin pattern for sharing ideas; using a public timer to guide processes; and assigning roles 
such as that of a facilitator, recorder, and a materials manager. Having supplies such as index cards, sticky notes, pens, pads, 
markers and chart paper available saves time and allows for flexibility in meeting designs.
One last consideration is the arrangement of the physical space within which the group is working. Group members need 
to be able to see and hear one another and have a clear view of charts on the walls and on chart stands during active public 
recording. Table and chair arrangements need to be adjusted in some cases to facilitate interaction. Too many and too 
few tables and chairs are equally problematic.  Visual clutter in the room is an additional distraction.  Key charts noting a 
projects purpose, outcomes and logistics should be posted prominently where all participants can see them.

 Structuring DecisionsCrafting the Container

• Starting the conversation

• Structuring the conversation

• Sustaining thinking in the conversation

Purposeful structures maximize the efficient use of time and increase the quality of interactions and results.  Novice groups 
require formal structures to scaffold success. More expert groups know when to select formal structures to match the 
emotional and cognitive demands of their work.  Higher performing groups are not harmed by structure.  Groups and group 
members that need it will be greatly aided by tighter designs.
It is always wise to remember that not every participant in a high performing group may be personally skilled in group 
processes.  The following two broad categories describe considerations for group leaders.

Structuring choices greatly affect the outcomes of 
collaborative group work.  These basic design elements 
set the stage for focusing energy on the task at hand, 
balancing the participation of group members and most 
importantly for producing a  psychologically safe forum 
for participants to contribute ideas and to question 
the contributions of others.  Effective design choices 
increase a group's capacity to address hard-to-talk 
about topics and serve to shape thoughtful dialogue and 
productive discussions. 
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 Premises & Practices for Leading Groups

1. Groups develop and their development can be positively influenced.
Groups are not static entities. They embody potential and the possibilities for change and 
growth.  Group potential can only be realized by picturing the group, not as it is, but as 
it might be. 

Development requires performance standards, self-assessment tools, protocols and 
structured reflection.  Groups that are too busy to reflect are too busy to learn and too 
busy to improve. 
        
Practice: The group leader’s mindset matters.  Skillful leaders believe in the group’s 
potential and take responsibility for developing the group and protect time to plan and to 
reflect.

2. Human behavior has a biological and sociological legacy.
Social, emotional and mental responses have roots in a primate past. Humans have finely 
tuned threat detection systems for reading and responding to the signals of others. Thus, 
cognitively complex work requires psychologically safe environments. 

Enculturated social boundaries shape collaborative interactions. The result is closed 
classroom doors, reticence to publicly question a colleague’s instructional practices and 
low relational trust.  

Traditional patterns of school organization limit opportunities for group development. 
Scheduling constraints, lack of shared space, and expectations of professional autonomy 
curtail opportunities for collaborative engagement and growth. 

Practice: Group leadership requires attention to pattern breaking, pattern making 
and pattern taking. Skillful leaders identify non-productive patterns and structure 
interactions to produce behavioral change. 

What are some connections to your work related to premise 1 & 2?

Prem–ise (n): 
a proposition that forms the basis of an argument or from which a conclusion is drawn.

Prac–tice (n): 
the process of translating an idea, plan or theory into action
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3. There are predictable dynamics in groups.
While no group is exactly the same as another, or even as itself from one meeting to 
the next, there are patterns that can be anticipated and that inform meeting design and 
interaction. Sources of comfort and discomfort vary for individual group members and 
group leaders. This dynamic can emerge as task, decision or conflict avoidance. It also 
can lead to reinforcement of low expectations for the group and the group’s work.

Four tensions are classic in all groups:

Task – Relationship: Values about how time should be used, the press for efficient work 
completion and the need for all voices to be heard produces tension in groups. Differing 
preferences for attention to task and patience with process cause friction and limit 
productivity. 

Certainty – Ambiguity: Individual group members vary dramatically in their need 
for surety before moving forward with plans of action.  Comfort with some degree 
of ambiguity is essential for initiatives to begin.  Groups bog down when this tension 
becomes polarized.

Detail – Big Picture:  A focus on the specifics of projects and plans is a source of 
comfort for some group members, for others a wider and longer term view energizes 
their work.  While each of these perspectives adds value to group work, tensions emerge 
from these conflicting working styles.

Autonomy – Collaboration: The desire for autonomy tempers the potential for 
collaboration. Individual practitioners who are territorial about their curriculum and 
instructional practices and other areas of expertise may have difficulty aligning their 
work to produce the gains of cumulative effect. 

Practice: Predictable tensions arise for group members and group leaders. Skillful 
leaders acknowledge these tensions and seek balance for the group and for themselves. 

What are some specific examples of these dynamics in your working groups?
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4. Work sessions should be learning sessions.
Learning is not optional in a changing world. This notion is especially true for 
educational practitioners charged with producing learning for others. Learning practices 
should be congruent at all levels of the organization. What we espouse for our children, 
we should practice for ourselves. 
Development as a professional requires a commitment to learning with and from other 
adults. Opportunities for coming together should not be used for dispensing information, 
but for processing information and developing shared meaning. 

Practice:  Meetings are to meet. Skillful leaders should see and design each meeting as 
an opportunity to support adult learning.

5. Investing energy in design saves energy in delivery. 
Clarity of purpose is the foundation of effective design. Clear task and relationship 
outcomes focus meeting planning and implementation. 

Anticipating group dynamics informs choice of structures and strategies for engaging 
energy, balancing participation and increasing participant satisfaction and productivity. 
Effective design can reduce or eliminate much of the non-productive behavior that 
emerges in meetings. Therefore, the process agenda is as important as the content 
agenda. 

Practice: Group leaders plan for cumulative effect. Skillful leaders design and apply 
process strategies, structures and stances to increase task focus and develop collaborative 
relationships.

Generate a brief summary of key points and ideas related to premise 4 & 5.
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6.  Shaping the discourse determines direction.
Productive conversations emerge from purposeful choices about what to talk about and what not to talk about. 
How to talk is also an important choice.  Groups require knowledge and skill with different types of discourse, 
such as the intentions and applications of dialogue and discussion. They also need skill with the verbal and 
non-verbal tools that make each type productive.  

Conversational focus is easily derailed. These off-course excursions are not always ill-intended, but can 
distract the group from accomplishing its task. 

Practice: Group leaders frame the conversation. Skillful leaders focus group member’s consciousness on 
their own choices concerning what they are talking about and how they are talking. 

7. You can’t lead where you won’t go.
Modeling matters. Leaders teach by example. The willingness to take risks, to be vulnerable, to question 
existing boundaries, both personal and collective, exemplify confident leadership. 

Skillfulness develops by setting clear and achievable learning goals, purposeful practice and reflection with 
feedback. 

Practice:  Leaders need to see themselves as learners and be willing to learn in public. Skillful leaders 
articulate their goals and seek feedback from their groups.

What are some implications of premise 6 & 7 to your work as a leader?
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Three Stances for Leading Groups 

Skilled group leaders consciously select the most appropriate stance for engaging with their 
groups.  These stances include: presenting, collaborating and facilitating. The leader’s intention 
for the session, relationship to the group, the nature of the task or topic and the intricacies of 

specific strategies are all critical factors to consider when choosing a stance. Each stance is ultimately 
defined by who is generating and developing the bulk of the information and analysis of any data 
being considered by the group.  When presenting, group leaders provide information and analysis; 
when collaborating, group leaders and group members share information generation and analysis; and 
when facilitating, the group members generate the information and analysis.

A leader might occupy a single stance throughout a work session, or switch stances at various points. 
For example, a department chair might introduce a session task and occupy a facilitation stance for 
the first part of the meeting. At a point of transition, she might then join the group at the table and 
collaborate as a colleague for the next segment of the meeting. In another case, a principal might frame 
a task for a leadership team and then present details of a school improvement planning process before 
switching to a facilitation stance to clarify understanding and determine next steps for the group.

Present
To present is to teach and transform group members by enriching and extending their knowledge, skills 
and attitudes. Successful presentations are outcome driven not activity driven. Clarity of outcomes and 
success criteria for achieving these outcomes are the most important element in planning a speech, 
seminar or workshop. A rich repertoire of instructional strategies informs the choices available to the 
presenter. Matching repertoire to clear outcomes through continuous assessment of goal achievement 
supports flexibility in-the-moment and over time. 

By designing group work and presentations as learning experiences for other adults, skillful leaders 
focus more energy on the learning and the learners, less energy on the content and on themselves as 
speakers. Knowledge of adult learning and how to productively engage group members is as important 
as the content itself. In practice, content has little meaning in and of itself. Learners, individually and 
collectively create meaning from a presentation. By structuring and scaffolding learning experiences for 
group members, skilled leaders craft presentations that help group members transform information into 
ideas and ideas into actions. 

There are several tensions for thoughtful group leaders when taking a presentation stance. One tension is 
the trap of expertise. When we have deep knowledge of and commitment to a set of beliefs and ideas, our 
passions can sometimes overcome our patience. Our preferences can also become our prescriptions, which 
if shared with conviction and credibility can close off group exploration of ideas and the development of 
alternative approaches and fresh ways of exploring issues. Another tension is the belief that group leaders 
need to be experts on a topic to be credible with the group. By making ideas and text the expert, group 
leaders provide expert information without having to be the expert on every topic. Expertise is ultimately 
a group capacity in high performing groups and not the province of any one person.
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Collaborate
To collaborate means to work together. In this stance, the group leader and group members co-
develop information, ideas and approaches to problems. Mindful group leaders also use this stance 
as an opportunity to model the ways in which professional colleagues interact as a standard for 
professional practice. This stance signals trust and respect for group members and a belief in their 
capabilities as thinkers and professionals. It is important for team leaders, department heads and 
other members of working groups to save a place at the table for themselves as colleagues so they 
can be in the room with peers as equals and not be perceived as taking a “one-up” position relative 
to the group. By preserving such a space, the switch from feet to seat then signals this shift in stance 
after framing tasks, presenting information or facilitating processes.

Room arrangements and where the group leader is positioned relative to other group members 
indicates when this is the operating stance. By sitting side-by-side, focused on common information, 
problems or issues, the group leader physically and symbolically joins the group as an equal. 
Pronoun use signals stance, as well. By using phrases like “Let’s think about....,” “Let’s generate....,” 
or “How might we....?”, group leaders invite participation and remove themselves from the spotlight. 
Group leaders need to carefully monitor their actions when occupying this stance. Their own 
enthusiasm and interest in the topic or issue at hand may override the intention to co-create ideas and 
possibilities. False collaboration may build resentment or become a disguised presentation.

Collaboration is hard work.  Purposeful talk requires purposeful listening.  Group leaders need to 
know when and how to integrate their own energies with those of other group members. When 
and how to advocate for processes or specific ideas requires consciousness, tact and patience.  As 
they collaborate, skilled leaders keep part of their awareness on the balcony to monitor interaction 
patterns, idea flow and group development. Knowing when to withhold their own ideas and listen is 
as important as knowing when to join the conversation.

Facilitate
To facilitate means to “make easier”. In flexing to a facilitative stance, group leaders structure 
sessions and meetings designed for dialogue, discussion, information processing, planning, problem-
solving and decision making. Facilitative group leaders direct the procedures used during a session 
by choreographing the energy within the group and maintaining a focus on one process and one 
content at a time. A flexible array of nonverbal and verbal tools supports facilitators in this work. 
While many of these skills are also the tools of presenting and collaborating, they take on added 
importance within this stance as skilled leaders focus group members’ energy on ideas, information 
and processes. Permission to facilitate is not derived by role. The emotional state of the group, 
the time of day, and the topics before the group are some of the variables that influence a group’s 
dynamic. Group member engagement, cooperation and willingness to take emotional and cognitive 
risks are the major manifestations of their agreement to engage productively with a group leader 
taking a facilitation stance.

The facilitation stance assumes that the group leader is taking a neutral position towards the topic 
before the group. If he or she has preferred outcomes or nonnegotiable positions then taking this 
stance is not credible with the group.  In addition, a leader may need to temporarily shift to a 
presentation stance to provide information that might move the group’s work forward. Flexing in and 
out of this stance requires thoughtful framing at the start of the session, especially for emotionally 
charged topics.
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The Group Leader’s Design Mind 

Purpose

Outcomes
Task Outcomes Relational Outcomes

Process
Structure • Strategy • Stance
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Strengths & Stretches: 
A learning and unlearning journey
        Strengths   Stretches
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Predictable Dynamics in Groups
While no group is exactly the same as another, or even as itself from one meeting to the next, there are 
patterns we can anticipate, that inform meeting design and that influence interaction. These patterns, or 
tensions, are primary causes for individual and collective comfort and discomfort related to completing 
tasks, making decisions, and engaging in conflict.  Understanding these dynamics provides key 
information to group leaders. Though patterns vary, some useful generalizations can help in diagnosing, 
planning for and supporting group development. 

Our preferences are sources of judgment; consciously or unconsciously, we tend to be drawn to those 
who think like us. Four tensions are classic in all groups: the tensions between those who focus on task 
and those who have a high value for relationship; the tensions between varying needs for certainty at 
any point in a group process and those more at ease with ambiguity; the tensions between working style 
preferences, including the need to have rich detail, contrasted with the ability to operate with a wide and 
long term view; and the tensions for individuals who operate with high degrees of autonomy when they 
are working in settings that require collaboration.  These operating preferences produce discomfort or 
comfort for both group members and group leaders. 

The following descriptions highlight the archetypical ends of a continuum of preference and comfort 
level. No value is placed on any position on these scales; understanding and anticipating the differences 
for group members provides key information for group leaders. 

Task – Relationship: Group member’s work style preferences range from a strong focus on task 
completion to a strong desire for inclusion and colleagueship. The press to balance efficiency with 
the need to include all voices produces tension in groups. Conflicting values for attention to task and 
patience with process cause friction, limit productivity and reduce the group’s ability to function as a 
group. We struggle with this dichotomy, particularly when time is tight. Yet, without a unified voice and 
shared decisions, school improvement processes bog down in implementation.

Certainty – Ambiguity: Individual group members vary dramatically in their need for surety before 
moving forward with plans of action.  For some, a lack of clear and precise definitions, rules and steps 
in a process halts progress.  However, in both planning and implementation, comfort with some degree 
of ambiguity is essential for initiatives to move forward.  When this tension is polarized, groups get 
stuck and lose momentum. 

Detail – Big Picture:  A focus on the specifics of projects and plans is a source of comfort for some 
group members, while for others a wider and longer-term view energizes their work.  Wide ranges exist 
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in this dimension of work style preference. While each of these perspectives adds value to group work, 
tensions emerge when working styles conflict. While the big picture preference can cause impatience 
with the need for specifics, it is these specifics that are the stepping-stones in a final plan. Those who 
prefer details can feel lost in navigating the big picture, yet a vision of larger view is necessary to inspire 
movement and to launch direction. 

Autonomy – Collaboration:  Traditionally, schools are structured for autonomy. Schedules, reward 
systems and even the physical plant curtail opportunities for shared professional exchange. We have a 
limited history and limited skills with collaborative examination of teaching and learning practices. The 
desire for and habits of individualism reduces the potential for collaboration. Individual practitioners 
who are territorial about their curriculum and instructional practices and other areas of expertise may 
have difficulty aligning their thinking to engage in shared decisions and in aligning their work to 
produce the gains of cumulative effect. 
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Self-Assessment as a Group Member: 
Four Dynamical Tensions 

Under stress, we tend to revert to our underlying preferences.  Fatigue, overload, project and decision 
deadlines, internal and external social and political pressures, and controversial topics are some of the 
possible sources of tension that we might experience during group work.  Imagine yourself in such a 
setting as you work in a group of which you are a member.  Place a check mark on your likely default 
positions in such a situation.

Task         _________^_________^_________^_________^_________ Relationship

Certainty _________^_________^_________^_________^_________ Ambiguity

  Detail     _________^_________^_________^_________^_________  Big Picture

Autonomy_________^_________^_________^_________^_________ Collaboration

The learning journey is always a quest for increasing flexibility to produce more options for our selves 
and our groups.  Reflect on the following questions and record your thoughts below.

What are some patterns of discomfort to monitor in your self as a group member? 

What are some hot button topics coming up in your group(s) that will require personal flexibility for you 
to be a more influential group member?
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Self-Assessment as a Group Leader: 
Four Dynamical Tensions 
How we behave as a group leader is not always the same as how we behave as a group member. 
Under stress, we tend to revert to our underlying preferences.  Fatigue, overload, project and decision 
deadlines, internal and external social and political pressures, and controversial topics are some of the 
possible sources of tension that we might experience during group work.  Imagine yourself in such a 
setting as you work with a group of which you are the leader.  Place a check mark on your likely default 
positions in such a situation.

Task         _________^_________^_________^_________^_________ Relationship

Certainty _________^_________^_________^_________^_________ Ambiguity

  Detail     _________^_________^_________^_________^_________ Big Picture

Autonomy_________^_________^_________^_________^_________ Collaboration

The learning journey is always a quest for increasing flexibility to produce more options for our selves 
and our groups.  Reflect on the following questions and record your thoughts below.

What are some patterns of discomfort to monitor in your self as a group leader? 

What are some hot button topics coming up in groups you lead that will require personal flexibility for 
you as a leader?
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Assessing Your Group: Four Dynamical Tensions 

Under stress, group members tend to revert to their underlying preferences.  Groups ultimately develop 
working styles based on the personalities of individual members melding into a social contract that 
defines tacit agreements about how the group should operate, especially under duress. Fatigue, overload, 
project and decision deadlines, internal and external social and political pressures, and controversial 
topics are some of the possible sources of tension that groups might be experiencing. Think about a 
group you are presently leading; consider how this group typically reacts under stress. Place a check 
mark on the likely default positions in these situations.

  Task       _________^_________^_________^_________^_________ Relationship

Certainty _________^_________^_________^_________^_________ Ambiguity

  Detail     _________^_________^_________^_________^_________  Big Picture

Autonomy_________^_________^_________^_________^_________ Collaboration

For group leaders detecting patterns and anticipating group dynamics are important design and delivery 
skills.  As you plan for upcoming sessions with this group:

•  What are some patterns you anticipate that will inform your design and delivery   choices?

•  What structures and strategies might you apply to manage the discomforts that may arise as group 
members engage with their tasks?
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If I remember to . . . 

Then I’ll be able to . . . 

If…   Then…
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Learning Partners
Make an appointment with 3 different people—one for each image.  Be sure you each record the 
appointment on your page. Only make the appointment if there is an open slot at that spot on each of your 
forms.


